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OPERA - Open Research Analytics
The DEFF OPERA project aims at establishing open and advanced research analysis systems at Danish universities 
and in the wider Danish landscape around the universities. The project brings together leading Danish actors with 
global operators and experts. One of the core objectives of the OPERA project is to develop a VIVO platform, 
integrating and combining the best global metadata with Open Science analytics data, research datasets, network 
visualizations and locally curated metadata. 
GOOD GLOBAL DATA: Obtaining and 
consolidating the best-quality global 
citation data 
ALSO HUMANITIES: Providing adequate 
documentation for research- and 
relevance of research in the SSH domain
Project leads: Karen Hytteballe Ibanez (kshi@dtu.dk), Mogens Sandfær (mosa@dtu.dk), Christina Steensboe (chste@dtu.dk), David Budtz 
(davidp@hum.aau.dk), Nikoline Dohm Lauridsen (nidl@dtu.dk), Birger Larsen (birger@hum.aau.dk) and Poul Melchiorsen (pmm@aub.aau.dk)
NEW TOOLS & CONCEPTS: Adapting and 
applying innovative analytical and 
visualization tools 
OPEN SYSTEM: An open source system, 
aimed at and controlled by Danish 
stakeholders  (VIVO-based)
OPEN SCIENCE: Better recognition for 
Open Science contributions in metrics 
and evaluation
BROAD OUTREACH: Extensive 
communication to and involvement of 
stakeholders 
Follow DEFF OPERA
deffopera.dk
@deffopera
#deffopera
The OPERA project is sponsored by
Project Partners
23rd Nordic Workshop on Bibliometrics 
and Research Policy 2018
Borås, Sweden
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